FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE

To: San Francisco
From: San Francisco

Case ID #: 800F-SF-NEW (Pending)
800G-SF-NEW (Pending)
801G-SF-NEW (Pending)
801H-SF-NEW (Pending)
802C-SF-NEW (Pending)
803C-SF-NEW (Pending)
804C-SF-NEW (Pending)
805C-SF-NEW (Pending)
807C-SF-NEW (Pending)

Title: REQUEST NEW INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM FILES

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) To request the opening of new intelligence program files to support Domain Management and Collection Management.

Reference: __________________________

Details: (U//FOUO) Referenced EC details the FY 2009 1st quarter classification changes that have been approved by the Resource Planning Office (RPO) and Records Management Division (RMD). The additional classification changes affecting the San Francisco Intelligence Branch apply specifically to Domain Management and Collection Management.

(U//FOUO) It is requested that SST open the following new files and sub-files.

800F-SF-NEW DOMAIN MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATIVE
To: San Francisco  From: San Francisco
Re: 800F-SF-NEW, 10/02/2008

800G-SF-NEW
801G-SF-NEW
801G-SF-NEW
801H-SF-NEW  DOMAIN MANAGEMENT
802C-SF-NEW  DOMAIN MANAGEMENT
802C-SF-NEW
802C-SF-NEW
802C-SF-NEW
803C-SF-NEW  DOMAIN MANAGEMENT
804C-SF-NEW  DOMAIN MANAGEMENT
805C-SF-NEW  DOMAIN MANAGEMENT - REQUIREMENTS
807C-SF-NEW  DOMAIN MANAGEMENT

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

SECRET

ACLURM007749